In his 1960s manifesto, “Writing American Fiction,” Philip Roth takes a look at the place of writers in contemporary American society and evaluates their tasks within that culture. He argues that reality has outpaced—and out-fictionalized—fiction. Highlighting a couple of outrageous but nonetheless real news items, stories that would fit quite nicely within an engaging fictional narrative, he admits that reality has become an embarrassment to one’s “meager imagination,” and concludes that “[t]he actuality is continually outdoing our talents, and the culture tosses up figures almost daily that are the envy of any novelist (176). For the young Roth writing in 1960, having acquired an impressive critical success with his first book, Goodbye, Columbus and Five Short Stories (1959), the imaginative world of the purely artistic paled in light of the nitty gritty newspaper and television news stories occupying most of the media attention and making themselves available to even the most basic readers. For the writer of fiction, a solution had to be sought. In an effort at novelistic preservation, Roth tentatively attempts to resolve the dilemma of the writer by suggesting a space for contemporary authors, the “construction of wholly imaginary worlds” that celebrate the self: “the vision of the self as inviolable, powerful, and nervy, self imagined as the only seemingly real thing in an unreal-seeming environment, has given some of our writers joy, solace, and muscle” (190-91). A writer at an aesthetic crossroads, Roth asks, “For what will [the fiction writer’s] subject be? His landscape?” (177).

To answer this question, Roth turned to the realm of the self, or the writing of the self, as a possible salvation. In later works, such as The Ghost Writer (1979) and American Pastoral (1997), he has his protagonists reimagine their realities and establish a space where they can renegotiate their subjectivity, especially within the perimeters of ethnic identity. By reimagining, I mean that the protagonists of
the particular works—in most cases of Roth’s fiction, Nathan Zuckerman—take their lives and create a counter-reality to that which they are experiencing. These imaginings suggest a multi-faceted sense of self, freeing up the subject to explore possibilities that are not confined to one fixed notion of what it means to be an American writer, a man, or a Jew. He can define himself within his own communities, be they social, familial, creative, or ethnic. In other words, the narrator can frame himself as observant or secular, as American or Israeli, or as consciously ethnic or assimilated, many times all at once, as if trying on different hats. Such a stance, then, illustrates not only the nature of narrative creation (in both the formal artistic and the informal/everyday manner), but more specifically, the ways in which issues of identity formation help to establish the subject within certain ethnic-specific assumptions.

What Roth does in both The Ghost Writer and American Pastoral is similar to what he did in The Counterlife (1986), but with a variation. In the latter, he explores the ways in which his narrators recreate themselves through their own words, reimagining multiple scenarios of their lives and assuming different subject positions in each case. In The Ghost Writer and American Pastoral, by contrast, the narrator’s recreating focus is not so much on himself as it is on “the other”: in the first case the historical figure, Anne Frank, and in the second a fictionalized Olympian-like athlete, Seymour “Swede” Levov. However, what distinguishes American Pastoral is that Nathan Zuckerman does not refigure any kind of authorial influence, such as that of a literary precursor (e.g., Anne Frank), but that he reimagines his life, or more specifically the lives of those around him, in order to better understand himself. And, in the larger and more significant scheme of Roth’s project, that understanding is contextualized within a variety of issues underlying Jewish ethnic identity.

From My Life As a Man (1974), recreating lives through fiction has been one of Roth’s most prominent themes. The first series of Zuckerman stories—The Ghost Writer, Zuckerman Unbound (1981), The Anatomy Lesson (1983), and The Prague Orgy (1985)—shows a writer who is indeed able to transform life into fiction, but many times at the cost of both his mental and physical health. Roth further explores the multiplicity of ethnic representation, especially in terms of the American Jew’s relationship with Israel, in The Counterlife, but here the reinvention of the self is stated not through reimagining the subject but through rewriting the subject (similar in kind to what Tarnopol does in My Life As a Man). Yet in American Pastoral, Roth is able to explore most ambitiously the art of reimagining. This novel, although reminiscent of The Ghost Writer, is different from the earlier work in that Roth more fully confronts the ethnic and assimilative gaps between Jew and Gentile. In The Ghost Writer, Zuckerman reimagines a life with Anne Frank, but he does so solely
to secure his place within the Jewish community in which he grew up, thereby giving his fiction legitimacy within that ethnic group. Having formerly privileged the world of “pure art,” Zuckerman attempts to find his way back into the fold in order to stifle any charges of treason. In *American Pastoral*, however, the movement is not centripetal—from the outside world toward the ethnic community—but centrifugal, at least on the surface. The negotiations in this novel concern the attempts at assimilation and the problems and benefits that arise from it. As in the various narratives in *Goodbye, Columbus*, the protagonist of *American Pastoral*, Swede Levov, goes back and forth between ethnic communities and is seduced by the non-Jewish world, with mixed results.

The review history of *American Pastoral* is a curious study in critical reading. All the initial major reviews focused on the novel’s fictional center, Swede Levov, and judged it by that character. What most of these reviews have in common is an unremitting emphasis on the story of Swede Levov to the exclusion of the novel’s narrator, Nathan Zuckerman. Such an emphasis is not necessarily shortsighted—the novel does take as its subject matter the Swede and how he and his family deal with the turmoil of the 1960s—but it neglects the exercise in fictionalizing that Roth, though Zuckerman, attempts to foreground. As he did in *The Ghost Writer*, Roth here allows his protagonist to establish his identity through the act of reimagining the self, but in this case he does so in relation to the life of a local Jewish icon who represents everything that Zuckerman does not.

*American Pastoral* begins with Roth’s perennial alter ego, Nathan Zuckerman, musing on the life of the Seymour Levov, nicknamed “the Swede” by everyone at Weequahic High School back in the early 1940s because of his fair complexion, blond hair, and blue eyes, one of the only Jews Zuckerman can remember looking so Aryan. The Swede, a few years older than Zuckerman, was his community’s great athlete, excelling in several sports, and the kind of all-American young man that every boy wanted to emulate and every girl dreamed about. This hero, who the narrator calls a “household Apollo” (4), represented to his Newark community, the hopes and dreams of advancement and assimilation into the greater, and largely Gentile, America. As Zuckerman reminisces, “through the Swede, the neighborhood entered into a fantasy about itself and about the world” (3), allowing Seymour’s Jewish admirers to look at the war abroad and the bouts of prejudice at home in a new and hopeful light, what the narrator calls “the happy release into a Swedian innocence” (4). Yet, the event that sets Zuckerman off on his nostalgic wanderings is the letter he receives from the Swede asking about the tribute to his father. This request, out of the blue, strikes the narrator as a little unusual,

---

2. See, for instance, the reviews by Todd Gitlin, Robert Boyers, Robert Cohen, Elizabeth Hardwick, Tom Wilhelms, Louis Menand, and Michael Wood.
but the correspondent explains this desire to memorialize as an act that will reveal the true Lou Levov. As the Swede explains in his letter, “Most everybody thought of my father as indestructible, a thick-skinned man on a short fuse. This was far from the truth. Not everyone knew how much he suffered because of the shocks that befell his loved ones” (17-18). This last sentence piques Zuckerman’s curiosity and becomes a catalyst for the series of imaginings that will explore the American (Jewish ethnic) subject. When Zuckerman meets the Swede once more, he attempts to discover the truth behind this mysterious request. What could have befallen the successful family of the glove maker and his Weequahic titan? More importantly, what is bubbling beneath the peaceful bourgeois surface of his former hero? “[W]hat did he do for subjectivity?” Zuckerman asks himself at one point. “What was the Swede’s subjectivity? There had to be a substratum, but its composition was unimaginable” (20). The author becomes almost obsessed with understanding the Swede. He notes during a meeting with his former hero, “all that rose to the surface was more surface. What he has instead of being, I thought, is blandness—the guy’s radiant with it. He has devised for himself an incognito, and the incognito has become him” (23). What Zuckerman is pondering here is similar to what he had explored in both *The Ghost Writer* and *The Counterlife*: the question of the self and the possibility of recreating multiple layers of identity, even to the point of contradiction and counter-positions.

Yet one significant difference between *The Ghost Writer* and *American Pastoral* is that in the former, the transition between the real and the imagined worlds is more obvious. Zuckerman begins recreating the life of Amy Bellette in the third chapter of the book, “Femme Fatale,” and there’s no question as to the plot’s transition from the artist’s actual life experience to his fictional representation of that life. Philip Roth, in 1979, wanted very much to engage in the realm of counter-lives, but the possibility of narrative labyrinths, of purposely confusing the reader and performing a bit of, in his words, “Jewish mischief,” was not what he was intending.³ In *American Pastoral*, however, the transition between the real and imagined world is subtle, almost imperceptible—and deliberately so. It was so subtle, in fact, that contemporary reviewers of the novel neglected to notice it, as the above referenced critical surveys shows. Whereas Zuckerman’s reimagining of Amy Bellette had been abrupt, the older and world-worn Zuckerman’s movement into the fictionalized life of the Swede is surprisingly smooth (perhaps an indication of the subdued countenance brought about by his sagacious age and physical deterioration?). During his high school reunion, the writer is immersed in nostalgia, and the band playing Johnny Mercer’s “Dream” helps to contribute to this feeling. Listening to this song, Zuckerman tells us that he “lifted the Swede
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³ Roth facetiously used this phrase to describe his labyrinthine project, *Operation Shylock* (“Bit of Jewish Mischief” 1).
up onto the stage,” in other words, placing the Swede’s story in the center of his, and the reader’s, imagination (88). He is aware that he is performing this literary act and, in essence, confesses to a strategy of reimagining, of “labyrinthine windings” of creativity, arguing that “the shards of reality one person will cherish as a biography can seem to someone else who, say, happened to have eaten some ten thousand dinners at the very same kitchen table, to be a willful excursion into mythomania” (55). Zuckerman here admits outright that what he’s engaging in is nothing less than fictionalization, a recreation of reality that represents existence differently from more accurately remembered events. In light of this admission, it is indeed surprising that more contemporary reviewers of the text failed to note this fictional transition—or perhaps it is a testimony to Roth’s abilities at fictional subtleties and sleight of hand that hardly anyone noticed. But what is most important, this act of “remembering” is not so much a matter of choice as it is a psychological constant. As the narrator states, it is a natural and very personal act, “no less distinctive than a fingerprint” (55). For Roth, remembering (or reimagining) reality is the way in which we make sense of our lives, a process similar to narrative in ordering and creating the self.4 Just as Zuckerman does in The Ghost Writer, in the more recent novel he takes his life—or more significantly in this case, the lives of those around him—and reconstructs it in order to define better his own place within his culture.

Contemporary critics were quick to note that in American Pastoral, Roth seemed to wax almost nostalgic about the American dream. Indeed, Zuckerman himself tells us of the Swede’s symbolic importance when he realizes at the reunion, “But of course. He is our Kennedy” (83). Such an association with the 1960s Irish-Catholic icon should not be taken lightly, for the Swede not only represents the perfect high school hero, the one whom everyone should admire, but he also stands as the assimilated Jew who has successfully integrated into the American mainstream and in the process became something of a myth. But Zuckerman’s story of the Swede, as far as we know, is not the actual life of the Swede. The only things the reader directly knows about Swede Levov, at least in terms of narrative disclosure, is that he has requested the assistance of Nathan Zuckerman to memorialize his father, that his daughter blew up their town’s post office in the late 1960s, and that he had recently died from cancer (as revealed by the Swede’s brother, Jerry). The rest, well over three quarters of the novel, is just fiction. After Zuckerman learns from Jerry the little bit of information about the Swede at his high school reunion, and immediately before he is nostalgically swept up by Johnny Mercer’s “Dream,” he contemplates his fascination with his hero and acknowledges, “anything more I wanted to know

4 In this sense, Roth’s reimagining is similar to Toni Morrison’s concept of “re-memory” in Beloved, a process not of recalling the past, but of stitching together various remembrances to recreate something new.
[about the Swede], I'd have to make up” (74). Clearly, the life of the Swede, the protagonist who is the focus of almost all reviews of the text, is indeed a fiction. Unlike other framed narratives, especially including those composed by Zuckerman and his own author, Peter Tarnopol, there is never a place where the story stops and we are once again aware of the creator who has created the fiction. After page 89, the reader loses any awareness of Nathan Zuckerman and is swept up in the saga of the Swede. The narrator never returns to contextualize his story or to sum up things, which probably accounts for the exclusive critical focus on the Swede. This absence, however, is notable not only because it makes the “dream” of the Swede’s life more prominent, but more significantly, it foregrounds the act of recreation or of imagining the life of another (and of the self). The disappearance of Zuckerman as the author of this story merely underscores Roth’s project in American Pastoral, the process and the power of reimagining lives.5

The life that Zuckerman imagines is anything but pastoral. Being a success in high school athletics and completing an admirable stint in the Marine Corps, the Swede marries a former Miss New Jersey, Dawn Dwyer, buys an old stone house and settles down in rural Old Rimrock, New Jersey. Their angry 16-year-old daughter, ironically named Merry, becomes obsessed with the Vietnam War, gets involved with violent radicals, and in 1968 blows up the small town’s only post office, accidentally killing the community’s prominent and much beloved doctor. After the explosion Merry goes into hiding, evading both the FBI and her family. The core of American Pastoral is devoted to imagining the life of the Swede after this tragedy: the attempts to find his daughter, communication with her alleged associates, his and Dawn’s emotional hardships, and the ultimate disintegration of the family.

To Zuckerman—and to the reader fascinated with cultural assimilation—the profoundly memorable Swede represents everything that is America. He is described at one point as a Johnny Appleseed figure, and his love for his country is never questioned. As the narrator muses, the Swede “lived in America the way he lived inside his own skin. […] Yes, everything that gave meaning to his accomplishments had been American. Everything he loved was here” (213). Not only does the Swede represent America in general, but the progress of the ethnic American in particular. The Levovs “flew the flight of the immigrant rocket, the upward, unbroken immigrant trajectory from slave-driven great-grandfather to self-driven grandfather to self-confident, independent father to the highest high flier of them
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5 In terms of the novel’s metafictive subject matter, this may be useful in explaining the rather compositional nature of Zuckerman’s reimaginings, the kinds of weaknesses and gaps characteristic of any initial creative project. For instance, one could argue that some elements of the Swede’s story—such as the “conversation” with Angela Davis and Dawn’s not-too-unexpected affair with Orcutt—are novelistically contrived. And others, like the incomplete presence of “The Disciple Who Calls Herself ‘Rita Cohen,’” are never fully explained, creating a sense of narrative disunity (176).
all, the fourth-generation child for whom America was to be heaven itself” (122). This is reminiscent of Roth’s thoughts on “the man in the middle,” the individual attached to his ethnic cultural history while at the same time longing for a more integrated and assimilated life. But instead of the almost uncritical representation of this movement that can be found in his 1992 essay, “The Man in the Middle,” and even more so in Patrimony: A True Story (1991), the plight of the Swede is anything but successful. In fact, the centrifugal move, the progression from the center of the ethnic community into the wider assimilative fringes of America, brings only pain and hardships. The portent of this tragedy is cleverly expressed by the Swede’s brother, Jerry, when he describes to Zuckerman what he sees as the underlying premise of his brother’s family: “[Dawn’s] post-Catholic, he’s post-Jewish, together they’re going to go out there to Old Rimrock to raise little post-toasties” (73). Humor aside, Jerry is cognizant of the potential problems awaiting the near-perfect life of the Swede, and he anchors his concerns in the rhetoric of ethnically-based conflicts. What could be more wholesomely American than the Post brand cereal Jerry refers to, and how could it ever create political and emotional upheaval? In true Rothian form, the irony here presents a central issue that will play itself out with a heavy emphasis on ethnic identity.

Roth embeds this conflict in the guise of the family’s stone house in Old Rimrock. When the Swede first sees the old stone house, on a high school away game with his baseball team, he becomes enchanted with it and vows to buy it for his future family. He even witnesses a happy young girl in a swing hung from the boughs of an old and large tree. For him, this scene, especially the stone house, represents everything American. It is “engagingly ingenious-looking […] irregularity regularized, a jigsaw puzzle fitted patiently together into this square […] an impregnable house that […] had probably been standing there since the country began. Primitive stones, rudimentary stones [...]. He couldn’t get over it” (190). One does not have to read very far here to see the grand promise of American being visualized. The jigsaw, the irregular stones, the construction of the many parts into a seemingly indestructible whole all suggest varying aspects of the American dream and the melting pot philosophy. This is not necessarily a grand mosaic where each piece bears its distinct characteristics and flavors. It is significant to note the context under which this house is being idealized. The America represented here is the America of the Mayflower and of the Pilgrims, and surrounded by references to Johnny Appleseed and the likes of Bill Orcutt, the Levov’s neighbor who can proudly trace his ancestry back before the Revolutionary War. If the Jewish Swede and his Catholic-raised wife want to fit into this image, to melt in and become a part of this idealized jigsaw, they must do so on someone else’s terms.
As one might imagine, this assimilative notion begins to turn sour after Merry’s destruction of the post office and her subsequent disappearance. The lives of the Levovs become nightmarish with the media attention, the perceived accusations from their neighbors, the cruel threats from Rita Cohen, one of Merry’s supposed associates, and the depression into which Dawn plunges. In fact, Dawn underscores this point, and the significance of the Old Rimrock home, when she screams at the Swede, “You had to make me into a princess. Well, look where I have wound up! In a madhouse! Your princess is in a madhouse!” (178). At first the Swede resists this characterization of his ideal American home, but later he discovers that Bill Orcutt and Dawn are having an affair, and what is more, Orcutt, an architect, is working with Dawn to draw up plans for a new home into which supposedly the Levovs will move. Here, the thematic link between the home and the American dream takes an even more negative twist.

The surrounding area of Old Rimrock and its symbolic significance are further demythologized when Zuckerman imagines what happens when the Swede’s parents visit the stone house for the first time. Lou Levov, the straight-shooting glove maker, sees through his son’s idealization of his new home, and tells him outright what it represents: “Let’s be candid with each other about this—this narrow, bigoted area. The Klan thrived out here in the twenties. Did you know that? […] It is Republican out here from top to bottom. […] They wouldn’t give a Jew the time of day. I’m talking to you, son, about bigots. Not about the goose step even—just about hate” (309). Notwithstanding the strong tone of anger in his speech, Lou has an authentic awareness of—and real life experience in—the circumstances surrounding ethnic people, especially of the Jew, in America. The Swede longs to fit in and become a part of this “grand” history, but he demonstrates little historical recognition of his ancestor’s place in it. As Zuckerman notes soon after this confrontation, “What was Mars to his father was America to [the Swede]” (310; emphasis in original). Lou may be overstating his case—after all, he does come from a generation that experienced discrimination at home and whose families in Europe suffered a more heinous fate—but he nonetheless acknowledges the importance of honoring your roots. Sticking with the tribe may have its drawbacks, but it is a safe way to preserve the memories and the traditions in which one has grown. Assimilation, according to Lou, could be tragic, the worst part of which being the loss of your ethnic self.

A point could be made here that Roth is making the case against assimilation. The Swede, who after leaving home seems to display none of the Jewish sympathies or priorities exhibited by his parents, lives a tragedy in which his family disintegrates. However, that is only one side to Roth’s exploration of his subject matter. There may be a cost in disregarding your ethnic roots, but there is nonetheless
an equal risk of defining yourself by them exclusively. The most prominent embodiment of Jewishness, both religious and ethnic, in the novel is Lou Levov. Much like Nathan Zuckerman’s father in *The Ghost Writer* and Roth’s own father in *Patrimony*, he more than anyone in the text represents the Jewish past and the acknowledgement of it (again, Roth embodies Jewish values within the patriarch). Lou is central to the story in that he stands in most clear contrast to the Swede. In addition to the above quoted passage, where he chastises his son for living in Old Rimrock, he likewise badgers his family and those around him concerning the ideas and the values of Jewish life. He discourages the Swede from marrying his first Gentile fiancée, someone he meets while in the Marines, on grounds of interfaith marriage. Similarly, he is outraged when his son brings home a second non-Jew, Dawn Dwyer. Lou challenges Dawn to a religious discussion, one that is intense and becomes argumentative, and finally relents his objection to the marriage after his adversary holds her own. However, he never lets his son forget his preference for a Jewish daughter-in-law.

The most telling representation of the father is in his dedication to his business, the Newark Maid glove company. Lou is passionate, almost fanatical, about gloves, and he is equally dedicated to bringing his two sons into the Newark Maid fold. The younger, Jerry, is repulsed by the business and his father’s persistence in thrusting it upon him, and he leaves to become the “trouble” or less dedicated son. But after returning from the military, the Swede acquiesces to his father’s wishes and joins him in running the business, and eventually takes it over. Roth goes into surprising detail in his description of ladies’ glove making—one could be highly impressed at the vigor and thoroughness of his research on it—and there are several passages that betray an almost gentle reverence for the business. However, this tenderness is almost entirely reserved for the Swede when he inherits the company. Lou Levov, an intense and at times acerbic man, is associated with the harsher side of the business. The reader is first introduced to both the father and the glove business through the tannery where Lou made his start. It is described in a striking and harsh manner that suggests something resembling a Dantesque descent into hell. It stank

> from the soaking of flesh and the cooking of flesh and the dehairing and pickling and degreasing of hides, where […] thousands and thousands of hanging skins raised the temperature in the low-ceilinged dry room to a hundred and twenty degrees, […] where brutish workingmen, heavily aproned, armed with hooks and staves, dragging and pushing overloaded wagons, wringing and hanging waterlogged skins, were driven like animals through the laborious storm that was a twelve-hour shift […]. (11-12)
Roth is not suggesting here any connection, causal or otherwise, between Lou’s volatile Jewishness and the underworld. On the contrary, after this passage the author tells us that despite this experience, Lou remained a somewhat civil man. But this association does suggest a harshness, albeit tempered by a dedicated love of the family, that characterizes the father. Roth’s own experience with religious patriarchs and practicing Jews—Rabbis, editorial writers, intellectuals, community leaders—has been very mixed, especially in the early years. It was not uncommon in the criticism to find along with an admiration for his fiction a strong, at times abusive, resentment. What Roth brings in his descriptions of Lou is the problematic image of the father—and by association, ethnic identification—that embodies both loving acceptance and unnecessary judgmentalness. Roth has made his career not so much by exploring the distinctions between Jew and Gentile, but perhaps more significantly by exploring the relationships and the shades of self-expression within the Jewish American community. And along with the problems that may arise with assimilating into the larger culture, there comes the concern among Jews of the possible crises inherent in such a move. Those who attempt to lose or hide their Jewishness may be shunned or find themselves without a people to call their own. Roth uses Lou Levov and the family glove business to highlight this possibility. This is borne out grotesquely in the final pages of the novel. Lou hocks (aggressively intruding a concern) in a fatherly yet condescending manner a drunken guest at his son’s dinner party and, to finally shut him up, the guest, Orcutt’s WASP wife, plunges a fork in his face, missing his eye by an inch. Not only has the Swede had to suffer a lifelong series of fatherly reproofs concerning ethnic identity, his “de-ethnicized” home turns from a safe and welcome haven into a dangerously uncertain place for his outwardly Jewish father.

As these episodes with Lou and the Old Rimrock home demonstrate, the issue of Jewish identity is an unquestionably central one, both within and outside of that ethnic community. Roth makes this point most impressively in a passage describing a Thanksgiving meal shared once by the Leovos and the Dwyers (the author uses dinner scenes in very dramatic ways). Here the Jewish and Catholic families and their assimilated “post-ethnic” children gather around the table to participate in the most American of holidays. In this rather extended passage Roth forcefully emphasizes the dialectical progression of what he had more subtly suggested earlier: the ideal of the American melting pot as well as the ironic undermining of that ideal, a process that foregrounds the question of ethnic identification. The two in-law families, once (and perhaps still) suspicious of each other, are politely sitting together displaying gentle toleration of everyone at the table. However it was never but once a year that they were brought together anyway, and that was on the neutral, dereligionized ground of Thanksgiving, when everybody gets
to eat the same thing [...] one colossal turkey feeds all. A moratorium on funny foods and funny ways and religious exclusivity, a moratorium on the three-thousand-year-old nostalgia of the Jews, a moratorium on Christ and the cross and the crucifixion for the Christians [...]. A moratorium on all the grievances and resentments [...] for everyone in America who is suspicious of everyone else. It is the American pastoral par excellence and it lasts twenty-four hours. (402)

Here, more than anywhere else in the novel, the narrative seems to shed its multiple layerings of the Swede and Zuckerman, revealing the voice of Philip Roth. It resonates with the kind of irony that the author excels in, the kind that not only turns on its subject matter, but does so with wit and more than a bit of an edge. It is also the kind that is purposefully ambiguous. One could read this passage, especially its last sentence, as an admission that assimilation seems an elusive ideal. However Roth does highlight the downside to religious and ethnic exclusivity, suggesting that such territorialization can be dangerous in its own right (such as a fork to the face). What is most significant here is that Roth presents the issue of assimilation and ethnic identity without ultimately resolving the problem. 6 The power of American Pastoral, as in other Roth novels, lies in the fact that the project of defining the ethnic self, in particular the Jewish ethnic self, is never completely finalized. It is an ongoing project, a negotiation of possibilities both between ethnic communities and within the Jewish community itself. 7 Perhaps it is no accident that the episode that shattered the Swede’s life, Merry throwing the bomb, took place in 1968 right when identity politics were beginning, and the narration of the story occurs in the late 1990s, when the questioning of identity politics and its value—both in academia and the culture at large—has reached a high pitch.

Yet within the context of Philip Roth’s work it is most important to remember that the story of the Swede’s American pastoral is imagined by Nathan Zuckerman. The aging author of Carnovsky, possibly approaching the last years of his life, has had more than his share of Jewish ethnic identity wrestling. Roth, the author of Portnoy’s Complaint, has experienced the same. Instead of answering the question, Why fantasize about a nostalgic and sentimental subject?, one should rephrase the question: What stake does Zuckerman have in reimagining the life of his high school hero? The answer may lie in an important minor character, the Swede’s younger brother, Jerry. In this relatively subdued novel, one that overall does not display the highly-charged rhetoric that characterizes many of Roth’s earlier novels, Jerry stands out as the only one capable of frantic oratory. (One can almost imagine Roth, in the otherwise controlled process of writing

---

6 Even though he was taking a wider cultural approach in his review of the novel, Louis Menand noted that what makes American Pastoral so great is that it doesn’t answer any questions. It literally ends in a question mark.
7 See R. Radhakrishnan, whose Derridean understanding of the “post-ethnic” is strikingly similar.
In Roth’s fiction, the masks of identity, or creations of a self, are multi-layered: Roth has created a mask (Tarnopol) that has created a mask (Zuckerman) that has itself created a mask (the Swede). A closer look at the presentation of the Swede’s life helps to reveal these “labyrinthine windings” (55) that underlie narrative creation—or put another way, it helps us to understand the various ways in which we construct, order, and comprehend the world. Roth has spent his career exploring the writing of the self in its relation to his American Jewish experience. In *American Pastoral*, he creates someone who is nothing like the troubled novelists and academics who have populated his previous fiction, but instead reimagines the life of a successful (quintessentially American?) athlete and businessman whose home is brought down due largely to the complexities that comprise identity. Along with *The Ghost Writer*, it stands as one of Roth’s most significant contributions in the understanding of the ethnic self.
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